
Rinse-free patient cleansing products
For improved infection prevention

Patient 
bathing 
made easy
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EasyBath® is a  
better bath
Throw out the bath water
There are many reasons that bedside bathing with EasyBath is superior to traditional basin, soap and 
water bathing. 
 

Reasons for
EasyBath

MORE SANITARY
A single-use pack 
minimises the risk of 
cross-contamination.

COMFORT
EasyBath wash cloths 
are soft, smooth and 
gentle on the skin.

BETTER  
SKINCARE
The alcohol-free 
formula is pH balanced, 
dermatologically tested 
and contains ingredients 
that benefit the skin.

BATH 
CONSISTENCY
EasyBath offers  
an easy-to-follow, 
standardised 
protocol. 

STAFF TIME
Ready-to-use 
products can cut 
bathing time in half.

MATERIAL COSTS
Bath prep is faster 
and eliminating 
basins, soaps and 
towels saves money.

SAFETY
EasyBath is easy 
to transport and 
convenient, and 
helps reduce the 
potential of slipping 
on spilled water.

PREFERRED  
OVER BASINS
97% of patients and 
100% of nurses prefer 
its clean and fresh 
feeling on the skin.3

Consistent care from cloth to cloth, patient to patient and caregiver to caregiver!

Risks of traditional bathing

of basins used for patient hygiene are 
contaminated with potentially pathogenic 
bacteria, including S. aureus, VRE, MRSA, 
P. aeruginosa, C. albicans and E. coli.1

Controlling risks of infection in critically ill patients is crucial 
for their recovery. Patient bathing is one of the key nursing 
activities that help improve the quality of life and care for 
the patient. However, recent research shows it can also be a 
major source of contamination in intensive care units (ICUs).2

Basins, soap and water can do more than increase the 
likelihood of spreading infections. Many soaps can be harsh 
on the skin and can ultimately leave it dry and vulnerable to 
further damage.

98%
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EasyBath
EasyBath provides a comforting, consistent and clinically effective bedside bath and is 
available as impregnated cloths or wash mitts. It helps keep skin feeling healthy because 
its no-rinse formulation cleans and moisturises without stripping the skin. 

Bathing

Wash cloths

Wash gloves

Dry wash gloves are the perfect complement to the 
EasyBath range, providing a cost-effective solution that 
is convenient and comfortable for the patient. 

Bed-bound shampooing is a challenge. But without the spills and hassles of basins, suds, 
rinsing and repositioning, EasyBath scented and unscented shampoo caps make clean hair 
a pleasure for everyone involved. EasyBath shampoo caps clean and condition hair, leaving 
it fresh and ready for styling. And they also enable healthcare providers to give a soothing, 
relaxing and gentle scalp massage. 

Shampoo caps

Hair care

Non-woven dry wash gloves

Item code Description Packaging

MSCE095309A Standard; fragrance free 8 wipes/pack; 30 packs/case

Item code Description Packaging

SC230 Standard; scented 1 cap/pack; 30 packs/case

SC231 Standard; fragrance free 1 cap/pack; 30 packs/case

Item code Description Packaging

WM80300 Standard; scented 8 mitts/pack; 30 packs/case

WM80301 Standard; fragrance free 8 mitts/pack; 30 packs/case

MSCE995302WM Standard; scented 5 mitts/pack; 24 packs/case

Item code Description Packaging

MEDGLOVE01 16.5 x 23 cm, 75 GSM 100 gloves/pack; 20 packs/case

MEDGLOVE02 14.5 x 20 cm, 60 GSM 100 gloves/pack; 20 packs/case

MEDGLOVE03 14.5 x 20 cm, 75 GSM 100 gloves/pack; 20 packs/case
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For the ultimate patient and resident comfort, the exclusive EasyBath Intelligent Warmer 
keeps EasyBath packs at an even, safe temperature for a nice warm bath. Indicator lights 
glow when the ideal temperature has been reached. It even helps track inventory by 
indicating the freshest pack to take, maintaining a FIFO stock rotation.

To be labelled ‘flushable’ by EDANA,* ReadyFlush wipes 
had to pass seven tests that evaluated their ability to 
disintegrate, biodegrade and clear septic systems and 
sewer lines. That means they break down just like toilet 
paper when flushed for a no-clog performance. They 
are 98 per cent biodegradable and safe for sewers and 
septic systems.

ReadyFlush is at home by the bedside or right there in 
the bathroom. It’s strong enough for vigorous cleaning, 
while its mild formula is soothing on the skin.

*EDANA: European Disposables and Nonwovens Association

The Flip ‘N Seal™ closure on AloeTouch packs reduces 
the amount of plastic in the lid by 71 per cent while 
keeping the wipes fresh for weeks. Unlike traditional 
adhesive film closures, Flip ‘N Seal opens easily with 
one hand and stays open until you close it.

AloeTouch is the choice for people who want a little 
more from their cleansing wipe. The gentle, sulphate-
free cleansing solution and aloe-rich skin conditioners 
permeate this heavier-weight wipe. You may find 
that you use fewer wipes to get the job done.

Intelligent Warmer AloeTouch®

Patient comfort Personal clean-up

ReadyFlush®

Item code Slots Size Weight

MSCEWARMER14S 14 33 x 46 x 34 cm 10.6 kg

MSCEWARMER28S 28 56 x 46 x 34 cm 12.9 kg

Item code Description Packaging

MSCE263654 Spunlace wipes; scented, 20 x 30 cm 48 wipes/pack; 12 packs/case

Item code Description Packaging

MSCE263810 Flushable wipes; scented, 20 x 30 cm 24 wipes/pack; 24 packs/case
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FOLLOW US 

For more information, contact your Medline  
account manager or visit us at: uk.medline.eu. 

Standardise 
your bathing 
protocol now!

3 easy steps:

EASYBATH  
BATHING WITHOUT WATER

EVALUATION FORM

Excellent Very Good Acceptable Unacceptable n/a

  Aloetouch
  Packaging and removal 
  from packaging     
  Material and structure of  
  the product     

  Moistness     
  Ease of use     
  Time expenditure     
  Cleansing of patient     
  Patient satisfaction     
  Overall impression     

ALOETOUCH® PRODUCT TEST

Name:                                       Date:

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE TESTED PRODUCT?

If you have other comments, please share them in the comment field below.           

Comments: 

Signature:

Your opinion is important to us! Thank you for taking the time to test and evaluate our products. 

Which products are you currently using to wash your patients?

We reserve the right to correct any errors in this document.
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Max. 1250 W 
15 seconds

MICROWAVEABLE

How to Use:
EasyBath® Shampoo Cap

For more information about EasyBath, contact your 
Medline account manager or visit: www.medline.eu/uk

Prepare a towel, wash your hands and put on 
examination gloves if needed.

Warm the EasyBath Shampoo Cap for 15 
seconds in the microwave (1250 watts 
maximum) or in Medline’s Intelligent Warmer. 
Tear open the packaging and remove the cap.

Place the cap on the patient’s head. If the 
patient has longer hair, you will need to 
gather the hair on top of the head prior to 
putting the cap on.

Massage the patient’s hair through the cap 
until the hair is saturated: 1 to 2 minutes for 
shorter hair and 2 to 3 minutes for longer 
hair.

Remove the cap and discard it in the 
appropriate waste receptacle. No rinsing is 
required.

Use a towel to dry the patient’s hair if 
necessary and then comb through the hair. 

SC230: scented

SC231: fragrance-free
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Convenient and quick haircare

Evaluation of customer 
needs with Medline  
clinical staff

Education of 
nurses

Education of 
patient and family1 2 3


